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Assassin’s Creed Origins features completely revamped controls that use controller buttons for
naturally pressing ‘hold’ and ‘shoot’ actions. For more information on how the new controls will work
in Assassin’s Creed Origins, read our Assassin’s Creed Origins Pre-Order FAQ. Players will also have a

variety of analog stick options to choose from, including a new ‘right stick over-slide’ function,
allowing players to make incremental adjustments to their movement. The right stick has also been
made bigger and made its sensitivity adjustable. Multiplayer modes have been completely reworked
in FIFA 17, FIFA 18 and FIFA 19, including a new Play Together mode. Play Together allows gamers to

play online co-op matches against opponents of all skill levels. The mode also includes various
options to customize game settings in real time to make the playing experience more to the player’s

liking. The Career Mode is also being completely reworked in all upcoming FIFA games, with the
game introducing a new offline career and offline customisation feature, allowing for an entirely

offline experience for the first time in FIFA games. A new online mode called Online Seasons has also
been created. New to FIFA 20 is a new online league system, allowing players to compete against
others using their current squad. The player’s current form also plays a major role in determining

where they rank. The higher your rank, the bigger your prize pot. Trials Fusion is a real-time
multiplayer cooperative game that pits up to 4 players against each other in a battle for possession

of a ship. There are five arenas in the game, each with its own unique environment. Another
significant new feature in FIFA 20 is a new FIFA Ultimate Team mode, allowing players to compete for
monthly play points to earn real money, and have a chance to win packs. The Play for Points system

unlocks new kits, players, stadiums and stadiums. FIFA Ultimate Team offers players a variety of
challenges and trading cards, and players can swap their current roster with any player in the game.
FIFA 19 also features fully revamped lighting for stadiums in addition to team kits, player faces and
player appearances. Football arrives with a whole new level of depth and authenticity in FIFA 19 and

FIFA 18. Player performance and reactions, ball physics, ball possession and control, as well as
dribbling and passing, have been dramatically improved in both editions, and with over 300

Features Key:
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Completing Career Mode and single player gaming scenarios with millions of soccer fans
around the world is possible in FIFA 22 thanks to this new simulation of the sport.
GAMECUBE, FIFA GO Extra, the FIFA Ultimate Team features, Smart Match and FIFA Street
modes now updated with the new engine deliver a more authentic soccer experience, with
enhanced visuals and animations, wider world of customisation.
New offensive transitions powered by reactive AI complement the game’s new, flexible
structure.
New momentum changes powered by reactive AI enhance the overall fluidity of play with all
areas of the pitch affected by the new behaviour.
This year, FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data
collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion
capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball
actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay.
Groundbreaking new features make FIFA the most captivating soccer game ever. All-22
Gameplay.
THINGS WE LIKE: The addition of “HyperMotion Technology”, a series of revolutionary
advancements that captures the elusive, high-intensity and highly intelligent performances
we see in live matches. The near on-pitch technology and software has allowed for a
dramatic increase in player equipment, including speed-of-game intelligence, contextual
awareness and movement autonomy – allowing Players to simulate real-life gliding and
transitions more fluidly and more effectively – ultimately resulting in more realistic gameplay.
THINGS WE DISLIKE: Not really sure to be honest.. :p

Supported platforms: PC
Language: English

Game: FIFA, 2015 (Mac)
Additional content: Manager Mode, FUT

Additional retailer content: magazine, posters
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FIFA is one of the world’s most popular sports games. Developed by EA SPORTS™, the company
behind the FIFA franchise for more than 25 years, FIFA is the world’s biggest sports video game. Fans
can choose from over 800 real players, more than any other football game on the market. FIFA 20 is
EA's most complete and authentic soccer game ever and perfectly captures the thrill of scoring in-
game moments like you've never experienced before. You'll feel the excitement of scoring the
winning goal, receiving the game-winning assist, or making the game-saving tackle. EA SPORTS FIFA
20 brings in more than 350 players into the game, including Tier 1 and Tier 2 gamers. FIFA 20 also
introduces Clubs and Leagues to the series’ football experience. Features: Authentic Experience –
FIFA 20 is the most authentic game in the franchise. It features player progression on and off the
pitch, in-depth medical, and realistic stadiums and atmospheres. It also includes the all-new Ultimate
Team Experience which lets gamers become an owner of a real-world professional football team.
Innovative New Player Experience - FIFA 20 brings in more than 350 players into the game, including
Tier 1 and Tier 2 gamers. Players can play with over-the-top players as well as a cast of 60 new and
returning Legends. Enhanced Details - FIFA 20 delivers a more detailed and varied gameplay
experience. This includes a revamped camera system. This camera system offers a first-of-its-kind
experience using game-changing perspectives allowing you to move and see the pitch in a different
way, highlighting what’s happening on the pitch in an immersive way. Brand New Presentation - FIFA
20 introduces the all-new ZONE3D camera system. The camera system allows the user to experience
a brand-new way to play and see the game. It uses the unique game engine to move the camera to
the same position as the real camera in order to capture the best possible views in the game.
Exclusive Features – FIFA 20 debuts a host of exclusive features. Capture Moment of Magic – The
new Camera system will let you feel like the stars are moving to your touch. Welcome Home for the
Club and Leagues – New and returning features like Club and Leagues are now found in the MyClub
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menu. Deeper Strategic Gameplay – Take advantage of the new depth and complexity of the game
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Using a unique and new gameplay mechanic, “Cards,” every card in FUT carries a level, allowing you
to improve your players’ attributes over time. You’ll also be able to invest your millions to create
unique player cards that’ll not only help your club’s cause in the Transfer Market, but also your
Ultimate Team’s. The deep innovation in FUT makes it one of the most thrilling and realistic EA
SPORTS FIFA experiences yet. AFCEA PlayStation Classics – Play ‘n’ Play, a classic mode for the show
floor at The Game Awards, puts you in control of two legendary teams, the Seattle Seahawks and the
San Jose Earthquakes. You’ll play to win, with the opportunity to choose from a unique set of
formations, and a balanced AI that will do everything to take you down. You’ll play a classic game of
football with up to three friends on Xbox One and PS4. TRANSPORT EA SPORTS has revealed the
results of two exciting trials today, giving fans a chance to play FIFA 17 and FIFA 18, with the new
FIFA Ultimate Team, in the same game. Fans of the game can now experience the evolution of
football across a variety of new gameplay modes, including Madden NFL Mobile and EA SPORTS FIFA
Ultimate Team, which offers new ways to play and progress your career with more unique challenges
and FUT packs to collect. This year’s FIFA, FIFA 18, sees its return to the studios of Forza Horizon
creators Playground Games, and a new presentation showcase the game on Xbox One X. Xbox fans
can experience the brand-new ‘Xbox X Enhanced’ feature in FIFA 18, featuring stunning
enhancements for Xbox One X, while PlayStation fans will play as the Seattle Sounders in two fresh
trials based on the iconic team in the final game of the year, FIFA 18. Xbox One X Xbox One X
Enhanced – Experience the fast-paced, deep gameplay of FIFA like never before. FIFA 18 introduces
a host of new features including ‘Xbox X Enhanced,’ which makes use of all of the power of the Xbox
One X to unlock more in-game visual details and give players an even deeper experience. Xbox One
/ Xbox 360 – FIFA 18 returns to the studios of the world-renowned Playground Games, and
PlayStation 4 fans can enjoy one of the year’s biggest sports games, FIFA 18.
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What's new:

New game modes with new features and new rewards
including rank-up rewards. For the first time, leagues now
matter in Ultimate Team. Play the top leagues and climb
league tiers with each team victory!
New online and offline Seasons. New Seasons have new
challenges and rewards.
Be part of the UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa
League and climb league tiers with each win. Includes a
dedicated Live Finish camera so you can see all the goals
scored.
Brand new Transfer Market. Buy and sell players, make
roster swaps, and manage your squad on-the-fly.
Create and customize your own FIFA Ultimate Team, or join
an existing one to start sparring with other owners. Create
your very own FIFA Ultimate Team and compete head to
head, or play as friends using the new Versus mode.
Expanded and improved online Seasons. Big changes to
the online season points system. Enjoy traditional points
for every match won to climb league tiers, and get even
more reward for successful seasons.
FIFA Ultimate Team Champions. Enjoy back-to-back FIFA
Ultimate Team Champions with SimCity mode. It’s the
dream realized.
Career Mode.
A more authentic and immersive Player Career, with more
ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your
Pro’s journey. Traverse the globe and go head-to-head
against top players to earn FIFA Ultimate Team cards and
unlock new kits.
Improved Manager Mode. With new traits, traits now affect
all players on the roster by name, not just the selected
one. Introducing “legendary” players with unique
characteristics. Start a club from the bottom and compete
your way to the top in Manager Mode.
Improved TV integration, with dedicated commentary on
viewing replays. Or watch replays of live matches
completely synced to the in-game action, on onscreen
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camera!
FIFA Ultimate Team. New ways to store and trade cards,
and get bonus packs for selling cards. A new card in the
fray.
New Goal Smiles - in-game reactions to goals, with a new
“showcasing the goal celebration” camera option.
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FIFA is EA SPORTS’ premiere soccer franchise, delivering the most authentic player movement and
ball-carriage on any console. With FIFA, the decision-making process has never been so intuitive.
Whether it’s making an inch-perfect tackle, shooting with total control, or curling a 30-yard free kick
with pinpoint accuracy, FIFA lets you express yourself in new ways. Whether you’re a seasoned
veteran or a new breed of goal-scorer, FIFA delivers the most complete soccer gameplay experience
on any console. FIFA is EA SPORTS’ premiere soccer franchise, delivering the most authentic player
movement and ball-carriage on any console. With FIFA, the decision-making process has never been
so intuitive. Whether it’s making an inch-perfect tackle, shooting with total control, or curling a
30-yard free kick with pinpoint accuracy, FIFA lets you express yourself in new ways. Whether you’re
a seasoned veteran or a new breed of goal-scorer, FIFA delivers the most complete soccer gameplay
experience on any console. WHAT'S NEW FIFA Ultimate Team Player Stories: The 2018 FIFA World
Cup is right around the corner. As you build out your squad, customise and equip a Squad, replay
other player’s stories, and ultimately affect the outcome of the games you play. Your FIFA Ultimate
Team will tell all kinds of stories. Team of the Tournament: Kick off the Season with a Team of the
Tournament. Choose a player or team of your favorite player and lineup them against the World
Champions. FIFA Coins: 10 Million FIFA Points: Reach your 10 million FIFA Points requirement. Unlock
the biggest items for your FUT Ultimate Team. Clubs: The 17 clubs in the 2018 FIFA World Cup are
available to be built up as a Club. New Card Packs: Play your favorite card game, Ultimate Team and
earn cards with packs. New card packs include: Draft packs, Squad packs, Player of the day cards
and Stadium cards. In this same week, two new cards - Ryan Giggs and Mathieu Debuchy - have
been added to both Club and Player card packs. FIFA Friendlies FIFA 18 Friendlies mode is back and
better than ever. Take on the greatest teams of the world in solo, versus, or online FIFA 16 Friendlies
challenges. Replay the matches you create against your favourite teams or face any challenge in
Career Mode.
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System Requirements:

RUBYFISH™ is designed to work best on 3D graphics cards, and you'll need a video card that has
support for hardware-based anti-aliasing. As with most games, the minimum system requirements
are simply a bit more powerful than your average video card. You'll need: Windows 7 64-bit or
Windows 8 64-bit with Service Pack 1 or later Windows 7 32-bit or Windows 8 32-bit with Service
Pack 1 or later 3D Graphics card 4GB of RAM 16GB free hard
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